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Abstract. This paper proposes a way of using data collected from tracking gps installed in rental tourist cars. Data has been collected during
more than one year. The gps positions are lined to the gps positions of
the tourist sites (restaurants, beaches, museums ...). [9] These links are
presented as a summary of the data. This summary is used to run specific
versions of machine learning algorithms because of their geo-graphical dimension. This experiment shows how gps summaries of data can be used
to extract relationships between stops of a car and touristic places.
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Introduction

In this paper, we begin with data summaries and we use 5 types of data mining
algorithms to process these summaries: association rules, sequential patterns, Q
patterns, geographical center of sequential patterns and k-Means.
The aim is to provide the best recommendation for another tourist site for a
tourist in his car.
The device used in the car is a tracking gps with a PND (Personal Navigation
Device). With this PND it is possible to send in real time a recommendation to
the tourist, and if he accepts the recommendation, the system shows him/her
the best way to join this place as any gps navigation system.
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Data Summaries

In our demonstration we have 852 dierent data summaries. These are the activities of 12 cars during more than 14 months in 2008/2009. A path is a succession
of stops between the first stop of the first day in the car and the return of the
car to the park. The rows are a gps position (date, time, latitude, longitude, instant speed, altitude, cap, status of the car [stopped, running]). These rows are
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used to produce a table of gps stops. After resuming, the positions collected are
organized in sequential rows [date, gps stop position of, duration]. We associate
the stop with the gps position of the tourist place. The result is a synthetic table
with the succession of the visited tourist sites. Each row is presented as follow :
[sequential number] {date/time, tourist site, duration of visit}
[1 ] {date/time,1 ’Casino Bateliere Plazza’, 1:55}
{date/time,2 ’Casino Bateliere Pointe du Bout’, 3:15}
[2 ] {date/time,1 ’Habitation Clement’, 0:53}
{date/time,1 ’Casino Bateliere Pointe du Bout’, 5:15}
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Association rules

Association rule mining [2] is defined as : I = i1 , i2 , ..., in as a set of n binary
attributes called items. D = t1 , t2 , ..., tn a set of transactions called the database.
Each transaction in D has a unique transaction ID and contains a subset of
the items in I. A rule is defined as an implication of the form X ⇒ Y where
X, Y ⊆ IandX ∩ Y = . The conviction of a rule [3] is defined conv(X ⇒ Y )
With association rules algorithm, it is possible to know the relationship between
2 sites. In the screen display below we can see 33,3% of tourists who went to
Casino Batelire Plazza went also to Casino de laa Pointe du Bout ; but 23,1%
of tourists who went to 2 : Casino de la Pointe du Bout went also to 1 : Casino
Batelire Plazza. With the proposed map we can see that the behaviors of tourists
from south of the island are dierent from the one from the center.

Fig. 1. Association rule between 2 sites
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Sequential patterns

Extraction of sequential patterns [1] and [4] make possible the discovery of temporal relations between 2 sites.In this sequence we notice a relationship between
52 : ’ART et Nature’ AND 257 : ’Hotel le Panoramique’. We may suppose that
before coming back to the ’hotel Le Panoramique’ the tourist went to ’Art et
Nature’. We propose two types of representations. The geographical map of pattern allows to have a visual representation of behaviors of tourist stops. It is
possible to create an oriented diagram that shows the inter site links.
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Fig. 2. sequential pattern between sites

Fig. 3. Map of sequential pattern Diagram inter site links
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Q patterns

The Q patterns are like patterns but the item sets do not have a fixed dimension
[5] and [8]. For example item sets are in the database conv(A, B ⇒ C) and in
the same database we can also have conv(A, B, D, F ⇒ T )
23 : Bibliothque Schoecher , 217 : La Kasa Saveurs, 298 : Karibea Rsidence La
Goelette, 12 : Habitation Clment, 39 : Habitation Depaz, 40 : Distillerie Neisson,
130 : Grande Anse d Arlet
(23, 217, 298, 12, 298, 39, 40, 298 ⇒ 130) We can have a representation where
each pattern has a specific color on an oriented graph. This sequential pattern
shows a succession of stops with the same topic : rum distillery. We can have
a representation where each pattern has a specific color on an oriented graph.
Each Bubble is a tourist site.

Fig. 4. Part of Q pattern

4.2

Geographical Center of Sequential patterns

We also compute a geographical solution as a recommendation when we already
have found the sequential pattern or the cluster in a specific k-means. The objective is to find -in real time- the best tourist site next to a car when we already
classify it in a k-means cluster or a sequential pattern [6] and [7]. In this example
if the car is IN the cluster (12, 107) or in a sequential pattern where there are
item sets (12 AND 107) and if the car is next to the centroid of this data, we
can propose a new activity.
4.3

k-Means

We can have a k-means representation using 2 clusters. The cluster A (in red)
is around the Center of the island and the south, the second one B (in yellow)
is in the south.
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Fig. 5. Map of centroid of sequential patterns

Fig. 6. K means (3 clusters)
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have applied a set of data mining algorithms using data collected from tracking gps installed in rental tourist cars. Tourist organizations
and agencies could look into these applications to find the best way to extract
knowledge from their own database systems. GPS tracking companies can also
find ideas to improve the uses of their collected data.
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